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The JRE expires whenever a new release with security vulnerability fixes becomes
available. Critical patch updates, which contain security vulnerability fixes, are

announced one year in advance on Critical Patch Updates, Security Alerts and Bulletins.
This JRE (version 8u209) will expire with the release of the next critical patch update
scheduled for July 16, 2019. The JRE expires whenever a new release with security

vulnerability fixes becomes available. Critical patch updates, which contain security
vulnerability fixes, are announced one year in advance on Critical Patch Updates,

Security Alerts and Third Party Bulletin. This JRE (version 8u202) will expire with the
release of the next critical patch update scheduled for April 16, 2019. The JRE expires
whenever a new release with security vulnerability fixes becomes available. Critical
patch updates, which contain security vulnerability fixes, are announced one year in
advance on Critical Patch Updates, Security Alerts and Third Party Bulletin. This JRE

(version 8u201) will expire with the release of the next critical patch update scheduled
for April 16, 2019. The JRE expires whenever a new release with security vulnerability
fixes becomes available. Critical patch updates, which contain security vulnerability

fixes, are announced one year in advance on Critical Patch Updates, Security Alerts and
Third Party Bulletin. This JRE (version 8u211) will expire with the release of the next

critical patch update scheduled for July 16, 2019. Note that if the client trusts more CAs
than the size limit of the extension (less than 2^16 bytes), the extension is not enabled.
Also, some server implementations do not allow handshake messages to exceed 2^14

bytes. Consequently, there may be interoperability issues when
jdk.tls.client.enableCAExtension is set to true and the client trusts more CAs than the

server implementation limit.
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Node manager (invoked as ./bin/node-manager.sh or bin ode-manager.bat) supports
connecting, disconnecting and removing a node when in a cluster (an error message
displays if the node is not part of a cluster) as well as obtaining the status of a node.

When nodes are disconnected from a cluster and need to be connected or removed, a
list of urls of connected nodes should be provided to send the required command to the

active cluster. Node Manager supports NiFi version 1.0.0 and higher. For systems
unable to reach the Oracle Servers, a secondary mechanism expires this JRE (version

8u152) on February 16, 2018. After either condition is met (new release becoming
available or expiration date reached), the JRE will provide additional warnings and
reminders to users to update to the newer version. For more information, see JRE

Expiration Date. The JRE expires whenever a new release with security vulnerability
fixes becomes available. Critical patch updates, which contain security vulnerability

fixes, are announced one year in advance on Critical Patch Updates, Security Alerts and
Third Party Bulletin. This JRE (version 8u212) will expire with the release of the next
critical patch update scheduled for July 16, 2019. For systems unable to reach the

Oracle Servers, a secondary mechanism expires this JRE (version 8u221) on October 16,
2019. After either condition is met (new release becoming available or expiration date
reached), the JRE will provide additional warnings and reminders to users to update to

the newer version. For more information, see 23.1.2 JRE Expiration Date in the Java
Platform, Standard Edition Deployment Guide. 5ec8ef588b
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